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Problem DefinitionProblem Definition

Complex queries require the use of memory-intensive operators: Sort and Hash-join

These operator need memory in order to process their input data

A finite amount of memory is available, shared by all concurrent operators

The amount of memory allocated by these operators affects their performance

Challenge for DB systems is to design a fair and efficient strategy to manage this memory
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Database systems rely on DBA to supply an optimal solution for Memory allocation

Motivation & GoalMotivation & Goal
Oracle9i uses an automatic and adaptive approach to manage memory for DB operators

Memory allocation works based on the operation’s need and system workload

Memory management applies a fair policy to all operators, regardless of the time of entry

Minimize response time

Prevent one-pass or multi-pass over the input data to some extend

Modify the manageability
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Relieve the DBA from his role of finding optimal solution for memory allocation

Improve the performance

Maximize throughput and make the operators dynamically adapt their memory usage
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Execution ModesExecution Modes
Optimal execution: everything in memory

The entire SQL operation run in memory

Work area size = Cash size

One-pass execution: not enough memory

Extra pass has to be performed over the input data
Response time increases

Work area size < Cash

Multi pass execution: minimum memory
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Multi-pass execution: minimum memory

Multiple passes over the input data are required
Response time dramatically increases

Work area size < One-pass threshold

Memory Management ApproachesMemory Management Approaches

Assign a fixed amount of memory to each operator inside queries

Characteristics of each operator (sort & hash join) are different
Operator requirements depend on the input data sizep q p p
Scheduling and degree of parallelism of operators are different

Give each operator an amount of memory based on a size estimate of its input data

The size estimates are made by the optimizer and can be off
The memory usage is not constrained by the workload
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Consider the memory used by existing operators and keep it below a threshold

It panelizes new operators to compensate for excesses made by existing operators

An operator adapts its memory usage to respond to the memory demand in the system
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Commercial DB SystemsCommercial DB Systems

Three major criteria can be used to classify DB systems regarding memory management:

1. Initial work area size of an operator

C d b d d i fComputed based on dynamic factors 
Application workload and input data properties
Computed based on static factors
Configuration parameters set by the DBA

1. Work area size during execution

Is operator able to adapt its memory consumption?
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2. Response to memory pressure

How does the system respond when demands for memory cannot be satisfied?
Does it reduce the memory usage, queue new operators, or make the new query fail?

Oracle9i Memory ModelOracle9i Memory Model
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Some DefinitionsSome Definitions
The memory may end up being:

Under-utilized: The settings are based on pessimistic assumption about the work area

O ll d Th DBA k i k d i h kOver-allocated: The DBA makes mistakes or under-estimates the work area

Work area profile: piece of metadata which describes all the characteristics of a work area

Type: sort, hash-join, group-by
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Current memory requirement

Number of instances of that work area

Amount of the PGA memory currently used by this work area

Automatic SQL Memory ManagementAutomatic SQL Memory Management
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Expected Work Area Size: F ( x )Expected Work Area Size: F ( x )
X ≥ Minimum Memory Requirement

X ≤ Cash Requirement

If (Minimum Memory Requirement < Bound < Cash Requirement)
PGAThen X = Bound [ ! Sort ]

Operator is running serial: X ≤ 5% Memory Target

Operator is running parallel: X ≤ 30% Memory Target

Work area is parallel (Parallel Sort): X = X * Degree of Parallelism
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SQL Memory 
Target

Global Memory 
Bound
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∑ ExpectedWorkareaSize ( WPi , Bound ) ≤ SQL Memory Target
N
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Function: ExpectedWorkareaSize ( WPi , Bound )

Foreground Computation of M. BoundForeground Computation of M. Bound

Oracle has also the ability to automatically
refresh the bound in a foreground mode
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results

Over-allocated

First Experimental Setup:

SUN E4000 with 10 processors

2GB of main memor

Under-utilized

2GB of main memory

30GB TPC-H database

A variant number of users [1,20]

Manual Memory Management

Hash & Sort area size set to 5MB & 15MB Superior 
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Automatic Memory Management

pga_aggregate_target = 1.5 GB

Performance

Experimental Results (Cont.)Experimental Results (Cont.)

Second Experimental Setup:

Light user class: 100 GB schema

Heavy user class: 1 TB schema

Queries: 22 TPC-H

Number of users is varied over time

The workload runs for 10 hours
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SQL memory target immediately reacts 
by moving in the opposite direction

when PGA memory is over-allocated
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ConclusionConclusion

Effective utilization of memory is essential because memory access is faster than
accessing data directly from disk

Resizing SGA and PGA memory components benefit the memory management
for optimal performance

Oracle9i provides advice on how much and how to resize memory components
such as SGA and PGA
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DiscussionsDiscussions
Oracle9i leaves the decision to the DB Administrators how to set the pga_aggregate_target parameter,
are there any further improvements?

Paper provides some fixed numbers, Can we modify this approach by proposing a dynamic method
such as the creation of a multi-variable function?

10% variation around the SQL memory target10% variation around the SQL memory target
Operator is running serial → Expected Size: X ≤ 5% SQL Memory Target 
Operator is running parallel → Expected Size: X ≤ 30% SQL Memory Target

Paper provides an equal-opportunity approach (ignoring the time of the entry) for the query processing.
What about the situation where we must finish the process of existing queries with high priority even
if we being forced to suspend upcoming queries and vice-versa?

If we receive complex queries for a long time then what would be the distribution of the response-
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If we receive complex queries for a long time then what would be the distribution of the response
time? If we give permission to all incoming complex queries to enter to the system, what will happen?

SQL operators make an estimate of its memory requirement since the input data has not been yet
processed. This estimation will be used by the local manager to derive the work area size. How
reliable is this assessment?

How reliable is the advice statistics, which is for the library cache and the buffer cache?


